Plan your own farm!

Below is a bird’s eye view of your farm. You have fields, pastures, a barn, a pond, a bog, and some open areas to build more animal shelters or plant more crops.

Look at the list of animals and crops and think about where they can be grown or raised on a farm. Color the area where you want to put a plant or animal according to the list. Most of the colors can go in more than one area, and most of the areas can have more than one color in them. Think carefully before you color!

- Corn (Yellow)
- Pumpkins (Orange)
- Cranberries (Red)
- Fish (Light Blue)
- Dairy Cows (Black)
- Chickens (Pink)
- Wheat (Brown)
- Honey Bees (Purple)
- Horses (Green)
- Tomatoes (Dark Blue)